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Abstract
Using tools from the theory of Lie groupoids, we study the category of logarithmic flat connec-
tions on principal G-bundles, where G is a complex reductive structure group. Flat connections
on the affine line with a logarithmic singularity at the origin are equivalent to representations of a
groupoid associated to the exponentiated action of C. We show that such representations admit a
canonical Jordan-Chevalley decomposition and use this to give a functorial classification. Flat con-
nections on a complex manifold with logarithmic singularities along a hypersurface are equivalent
to representations of a twisted fundamental groupoid. Using a Morita equivalence, whose construc-
tion is inspired by Deligne’s notion of paths with tangential basepoints, we prove a van Kampen
type theorem for this groupoid. This allows us to show that the category of representations of
the twisted fundamental groupoid can be localized to the normal bundle of the hypersurface. As a
result, we obtain a functorial Riemann-Hilbert correspondence for logarithmic connections in terms
of generalized monodromy data.
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Introduction
This paper is about the classification of flat connections on principal G-bundles with logarithmic
singularities, whereG is a connected complex reductive group. These connections are the differential
geometric generalizations of linear ordinary differential equations with Fuchsian singularities. In
their most simple incarnation, these are differential equations of the form
z
ds
dz
= A(z)s(z).
In this equation, A(z) is a matrix of holomorphic functions on the affine line, or more generally, a
family of holomorphically varying elements of a Lie algebra. Two such equations are considered to
be equivalent when they are related by a holomorphic gauge transformation. There has been much
work in the past devoted to establishing standard normal forms for these differential equations and
in describing their classification under holomorphic gauge transformations [20, 23, 35, 15, 1, 22, 2].
In the setting of complex vector bundles with logarithmic connections, there are classification
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results due to Deligne [13, Appendix C] and Simpson [33], as well as Ogus [31] in the context of
logarithmic geometry. If we allow the gauge transformations to be meromorphic at the singularity
locus, then we are in the setting of connections with regular singularities, and these have been
much studied. Of particular importance is the work of Deligne [12] (see also [1]). In this paper, we
extend existing results by giving a completely functorial classification of logarithmic connections
on principal G-bundles over arbitrary complex manifolds in terms of generalized monodromy data.
Part of the novelty of our approach is that it draws heavily from the theory of Lie groupoids. This
allows us to give new proofs of known results which completely circumvent the use of power series,
and which do not rely on results in analysis beyond the classic existence and uniqueness theorem
for first order ordinary differential equations.
The starting point for our approach is the perspective, explained in [17], that singular flat
connections can be fruitfully studied as smooth flat algebroid connections for an appropriately
chosen Lie algebroid. Such a Lie algebroid may be integrated to a Lie groupoid, which is a space on
which the sections of the Lie algebroid are realized as vector fields tangent to a foliation. If we then
pull back a singular connection to the groupoid it becomes a smooth flat connection defined along
the foliation. It may therefore be integrated using the basic existence and uniqueness results for
ordinary differential equations. The flat sections thus obtained are smooth and single-valued, and
give rise to a representation of the Lie groupoid. This representation may in turn be used to recover
the flat sections of the original singular connection, but these sections are typically singular and
multivalued. In this way, the groupoid provides the natural domain of definition for the solutions to
singular flat connections. From this vantage point, the fact that the solutions to singular differential
equations are singular and multivalued is simply an indication that we are working on the wrong
space.
The passage from flat Lie algebroid connections to Lie groupoid representations, a special case of
Lie’s second theorem for Lie groupoids [27, 28], gives an equivalence of categories. This can be seen
as the first step in establishing a Riemann-Hilbert correspondence theorem. Indeed, in the case of
the tangent Lie algebroid to a manifold M , we get the equivalence between smooth flat connections
and representations of the fundamental groupoid Π(M), obtained by taking the parallel transport.
The classical Riemann-Hilbert correspondence then follows from the observation that Π(M) and
pi1(M,x), the fundamental group based at the point x ∈ M , are Morita equivalent, and so have
equivalent categories of representations. In this paper, we are interested in flat connections on a
complex manifold X with logarithmic singularities along a smooth hypersurface D. The relevant
Lie algebroid in this case is the log tangent algebroid TX(−logD), which integrates to the twisted
fundamental groupoid Π(X,D). Our study of logarithmic connections therefore comes down to a
study of the representations of this groupoid.
In Section 3 of the paper, we study flat connections on the affine line which have a logarithmic
singularity at the origin. The twisted fundamental groupoid, in this case, is simply given by an
action groupoid CnA. In Theorem 3.10, we construct an explicit pair of inverse functors between
the category of CnA representations and a category of generalized monodromy data F ((C, 0), G),
which we describe below. The objects of this category are tuples (M,K1, ν0,K0, A), where K1
and K0 are right G-torsors, M ∈ AutG(K1) is a monodromy element, A ∈ autG(K0) is a residue
element, and ν0 ⊂ HomG(K0,K1) is a torsor for a unipotent group which is determined by A and
which is interpreted as a space of regularized parallel transport maps. These data are furthermore
required to satisfy a compatibility condition, which is described in Section 3.2.1. We think of the
objects in this category as in the following diagram.
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K1 K0
ν0
AM
If we decategorify Theorem 3.10, then we recover the description of the isomorphism classes of
ordinary differential equations with Fuschian singularities established in [1, 22]. Furthermore, we
can substitute F ((C, 0), G) with an equivalent category E((C, 0), G), where ν0 is replaced by a
torsor for the unipotent radical of a parabolic subgroup of AutG(K0). Looking at the isomorphism
classes of objects in this category then leads to the classification result of [2, Theorem A].
We will now briefly outline the proof of Theorem 3.10, and note the differences with some of
the existing approaches. A representation Φ of C n A has a canonical linear approximation L(Φ),
which corresponds to a trivial connection of the form
∇ = d−Rdz
z
,
for constant R. Since such trivial connections are fully characterized by their residues, it is tempting
to approach the classification problem by searching for a linearization isomorphism between Φ and
L(Φ). However, the phenomenon of resonance obstructs certain representations from admitting
linearizations. There are several existing methods for getting around this problem, which involve
abandoning linearizations in favor of less canonical normal forms. When the structure group is
GL(n,C), it is possible to use a meromorphic gauge transformation to trivialize the connection so
that the connection 1-form is constant and satisfies a normalization condition on its eigenvalues.
This leads to a classification of logarithmic connections given in terms of the data of a vector
space V equipped with a filtration F and a compatible monodromy matrix M . The filtration
F was first described by Levelt [24] and it encodes the asymptotic behavior of the meromorphic
gauge transformation. This approach to classification fails to generalize to the case of an arbitrary
reductive structure group. As explained in [1, 2], this is because the exponential map may not be
surjective. Note also that the trivial connection arising in this approach is in general not isomorphic
to the linear approximation of the original connection.
Another approach to classification is to deal directly with the more complicated normal forms
which exist for logarithmic connections. Using a holomorphic gauge transformation, it is possible
to trivialize a logarithmic connection so that it is in the Levelt normal form
A(z) = S +
∑
i≥0
ziNi,
where S is semisimple, and Ni are nilpotent and satisfy [S,Ni] = iNi. The Levelt normal form of
a given connection is not unique, and the classification results of [1, 22] are obtained by analyzing
the holomorphic equivalence of different Levelt normal forms. The approach of [2] also works with
the Levelt normal form, but gives a classification in terms of a monodromy element M contained
in a parabolic subgroup P , generalizing the classification using the Levelt filtration.
In this paper, we do not abandon linearizations, but rather circumvent the problem posed by
resonance by using a functorial Jordan-Chevalley decomposition for representations. Namely, in
Theorem 3.9 we show that a given representation Φ factors into a representation with semisimple
monodromy Φs and a unipotent automorphism U . This overcomes the difficulty posed by resonance
because representations with semisimple monodromy always admit linearizations. Indeed, by using
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an argument based on linearizing C∗ actions, we show in Proposition 3.6 that a representation is
linearizable if and only if its monodromy is conjugate to the exponential of its residue. As a result,
we obtain Theorem 3.10, in which a representation Φ is classified by the data of its monodromy
M , its residue A, and the space ν0 of strict linearizations of its semisimple component Φs. This
provides a much cleaner approach to classification, and because it does not rely on arbitrary choices,
it is completely functorial. As a corollary, we also obtain a novel proof of the Levelt normal form,
and consequently of the fact that logarithmic singularities are regular.
In Section 5 of the paper, we turn to the general case of flat connections on a complex manifold
X with logarithmic singularities along a smooth hypersurface D. The main tool here is Morita
equivalence, which allows us to decompose the twisted fundamental groupoid Π(X,D) into simple
building blocks. These building blocks consist of the fundamental group of the complement X \D,
and certain action groupoids defined on the fibers of the normal bundle to D. In this way, the
problem of classifying logarithmic connections is largely reduced to the 1-dimensional case, and
hence we can readily apply the results from Section 3.
In Theorem 5.7, we prove an equivalence between the category of flat connections on X with
logarithmic singularities along D, and a category F ((X,D), G) of generalized monodromy data.
The category F ((X,D), G) depends on the choice of a base point x0 in X \D and a collection of
paths pi going from x0 to the connected components of D. The details of the definition are given
in Section 5.2.3. Very roughly, an object in this category consists of the data of a residue element
for each component of D, a space of regularized parallel transport maps for each path pi, and a
representation of pi1(X \D,x0). We stress here that the equivalence of Theorem 5.7 is given by a
pair of inverse functors, although we do not write them out explicitly.
The groupoids constructed in Section 5, and the Morita equivalences relating them, are inter-
esting in their own right and may be interpreted in terms of Deligne’s idea of paths with tangential
basepoints [11]. Furthermore, the results on Morita equivalence may be understood both as an in-
stance of Zung’s linearization theorem [37, 36, 8] appropriately generalized to Lie groupoids in the
holomorphic category, and as a generalization of the van Kampen theorem with several basepoints
[4, 5].
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developed in collaboration with M. Gualtieri, in particular the work in the final section. I would
like to thank M. Gualtieri, P. Boalch, and B. Pym for many useful discussions. I am supported by
an NSERC postdoctoral fellowship.
1 Lie groupoids and differential equations
In this section, we explain how to recast the notion of flat logarithmic connections into the language
of Lie groupoids. For an introduction to Lie groupoids and Lie algebroids, we recommend [26, 7, 29].
Let G be a complex Lie group, with Lie algebra g. The Atiyah algebroid of a principal G-
bundle p : P →M is the Lie algebroid At(P ) = TP/G of G-invariant vector fields on P . It is a Lie
algebroid over M and it sits in the following short exact sequence
0→ Ad(P )→ At(P )→ TM → 0, (1.1)
where Ad(P ) = P ×G g is the adjoint bundle, and the projection dp : At(P ) → TM is the anchor
map. Trivialising the bundle P ∼= M × G gives rise to a splitting of sequence 1.1. This gives a
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concrete description of the Atiyah algebroid as At(P ) ∼= TM ⊕ g, with bracket
[(V, a), (U, b)] = ([V,U ], V (b)− U(a) + [a, b]),
where V,U are vector fields, and a, b are sections of g×M .
One of the Lie groupoids integrating the Atiyah algebroid is the gauge groupoid G(P ). This
is the groupoid over M whose space of arrows is given by (P × P )/G, interpreted as the space
of G-equivariant maps between the fibers of P . A trivialization of P induces an isomorphism
G(P ) ∼= M ×G×M , for which the target and source maps are given, respectively, by
t(x, g, y) = x, s(x, g, y) = y,
and the groupoid multiplication is given by
(x, g, y) ∗ (y, h, z) = (x, gh, z).
A G-representation of a Lie algebroid A→M is a Lie algebroid homomorphism ∇ : A→ At(P )
into the Atiyah algebroid of a principal G-bundle P . These form a category, which we denote
Rep(A,G). For example, when the Lie algebroid is the tangent bundle TM , representations coincide
with smooth flat connections over M .
Let X be a complex manifold with a smooth hypersurface D. The logarithmic tangent bundle
TX(−logD) is the Lie algebroid whose local sections are vector fields on X which are tangent to
D. In the case of the affine line A with D given by the origin, the logarithmic tangent bundle
TA(−log 0) has a global non-vanishing section, whose image under the anchor map is the Euler
vector field z∂z.
A flat connection on X with logarithmic singularities along D is defined to be a representation
of TX(−logD). More precisely, this is a principal bundle P and a homomorphism of Lie algebroids
∇ : TX(−logD)→ At(P ).
This agrees with the standard definition, as given in [12, Chapter 2]. Logarithmic flat connec-
tions are a generalization of linear ordinary differential equations with Fuchsian singularities. In-
deed, a logarithmic connection on the trivial bundle over the affine line is given by a morphism
∇ : TA(−log 0)→ TA⊕ g, which is specified by its value on a global section as follows
∇(z∂z) = (z∂z,−A(z)).
This corresponds to the following ordinary differential equation
z
ds
dz
= A(z)s(z), (1.2)
which has a Fuchsian singularity at the origin. In this equation, s is a G-valued function, which is a
solution to the differential equation and a flat section of the logarithmic connection. Changing this
equation using a gauge transformation is equivalent to changing the trivialization of the principal
bundle.
A G-representation of a Lie groupoid G ⇒M is a homomorphism Φ : G → G(P ) into the gauge
groupoid of a principal G-bundle P . These form a category, which we denote Rep(G, G). Since the
gauge groupoid of the trivial bundle is isomorphic to M × G ×M , a representation of G on the
trivial bundle is determined by a homomorphism φ : G → G.
Let A be the Lie algebroid of G. By differentiating a representation Φ of G, we obtain a
representation of A
dΦ : A→ At(P ).
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Conversely, if G has connected and simply connected source fibers, then Lie’s second theorem
[27, 28] implies that a representation of A integrates in a unique way to a representation of G. It is
worth noting that the analysis required for constructing this integration is limited to the classical
existence and uniqueness result for first order ordinary differential equations (see [17, Theorem
3.8]). This defines an equivalence between the categories of representations
Rep(G, G) ∼= Rep(A,G).
For example, the source simply connected Lie groupoid that integrates the tangent bundle TM
of a manifold is the fundamental groupoid Π(M), consisting of homotopy classes of paths in M .
Hence, in this case, we recover the well-known fact that a flat connection on a principal bundle P
is equivalent to a representation of the fundamental groupoid
Φ : Π(M)→ G(P ).
Indeed, the G-equivariant map Φ(γ) : Pγ(0) → Pγ(1) associated to a path γ in M is given by the
parallel transport of the connection along this path.
The logarithmic tangent bundle TX(−logD) of a pair (X,D) admits an integrating Lie groupoid
by results of [6, 9]. The unique integration with connected and simply connected source fibers is
the twisted fundamental groupoid and is denoted Π(X,D). In this case, Lie’s second theorem gives
an equivalence between the category of flat connections on X with logarithmic singularities along
D, and the category of representations of Π(X,D)
Rep(TX(−logD), G) ∼= Rep(Π(X,D), G).
The upshot of this result is that the study of logarithmic connections is reduced to the representation
theory of the twisted fundamental groupoid.
The twisted fundamental groupoid Π(A, 0) for the pair consisting of the affine line and the origin
is given by the action groupoid CnA, associated to the multiplicative action of C on A. The space
of arrows is the product C× A, the target and source maps are defined, respectively, to be
t(λ, z) = eλz, s(λ, z) = z,
and the multiplication is given by
(λ1, e
λ2z) ∗ (λ2, z) = (λ1 + λ2, z).
For a general pair (X,D), the space of arrows of the twisted fundamental groupoid may fail
to be Hausdorff. This happens when the fundamental group of a tubular neighborhood of D in
X \ D does not embed into the fundamental group of X \ D. By the results of [10], there is a
maximal Hausdorff Lie groupoid integrating TX(−logD), and any representation factors through
this groupoid. This means that we could choose to study representations using only Hausdorff Lie
groupoids. However, since this does not lead to any simplifications, in this paper we focus solely
on representations of Π(X,D).
2 Refresher on reductive groups
In this section, we review a portion of the theory of connected complex reductive groups, mainly
following the reference [21] (see also [3]).
An endomorphism M of a vector space V is semisimple if it can be diagonalized, nilpotent if
Mk = 0 for some positive integer k, and unipotent if M − 1 is nilpotent. These concepts carry
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over to the elements of a connected complex reductive group G and its Lie algebra g, and can
be defined via faithful representations of G. An element g ∈ G admits a unique multiplicative
Jordan-Chevalley (JC) decomposition g = su, where s is semisimple, u is unipotent and su = us.
An element x ∈ g admits a unique additive JC decomposition x = s+ n, where s is semisimple, n
is nilpotent and [s, n] = 0. The JC decomposition is preserved by morphisms of reductive groups,
the exponential map exp : g → G sends the additive JC decomposition to the multiplicative JC
decomposition, and the exponential map defines a bijection between the set of nilpotent elements
of g and the set of unipotent elements of G.
There is a decomposition of semisimple elements of g into real and imaginary parts, correspond-
ing to the decomposition of their eigenvalues in representations that are induced by representations
of G. Combining this with the additive JC decomposition, an arbitrary element x ∈ g admits a
unique decomposition x = a + ib + n, where a and b are real semisimple, n is nilpotent, and all
mutually commute.
Let T ⊂ G be a maximal torus, with Lie algebra t. Its adjoint action on g induces the root
space decomposition
g = t⊕
⊕
α∈Φ
gα,
where Φ ⊂ t∗ is the set of roots, and
gα = {v ∈ g | Ad(t)(v) = α(t)v, for all t ∈ T}.
Furthermore, gα is a 1-dimensional Lie algebra which integrates to a 1-dimensional unipotent
subgroup Uα ⊂ G. Choosing a Borel subgroup T ⊂ B ⊂ G determines a decomposition of the roots
Φ = Φ+ ∪ Φ− and fixes a base of simple roots ∆ ⊆ Φ+.
A parabolic subgroup of G is a subgroup that contains a Borel. The parabolics which contain
B are called the standard parabolics. There are finitely many of these and they are indexed by
the subsets of ∆. Furthermore, every parabolic subgroup of G is conjugate to a unique standard
parabolic. Let PI denote the standard parabolic associated to the subset I ⊆ ∆. It is generated by
T , the positive root spaces Uα for α ∈ Φ+, and the negative root spaces Uα for α in the Z≥0-span
of −I. The unipotent radical of PI is the normal subgroup UI generated by the positive root
spaces which are not in the Z-span of I. The quotient LI = PI/UI is a reductive group whose root
system Φ(I) has a base given by I. A Levi subgroup is a lift of LI to PI , and it determines a Levi
decomposition PI = LI n UI . All Levi subgroups of PI are conjugate, and there is a canonical
choice generated by T and the root spaces in the Z-span of I.
Following [2, Section 2] and [30, page 55], a real semisimple element a ∈ g defines a parabolic
subgroup
P (a) := {g ∈ G | lim
z→0
zagz−a exists in G along any ray},
where za = exp(log(z)a). If a ∈ t, and (α, a) ≥ 0 for all α ∈ Φ+, then P (a) is the standard
parabolic associated to the subset I(a) ⊆ ∆, defined by
I(a) = {α ∈ ∆ | (α, a) = 0}.
The unipotent radical of P (a) is given by
U(a) = {g ∈ G | lim
z→0
zagz−a = 1 along any ray},
and a choice of Levi subgroup is given by CG(a), the centraliser of a in G. Therefore P (a) =
CG(a)n U(a). Note that the quotient map χ : P (a)→ CG(a) can be defined by taking a limit
χ(g) = lim
z→0
zagz−a
along any ray.
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3 Logarithmic connections: Local theory
In this section, we study the representation theory of Π(A, 0) ∼= C n A. By Lie’s second theorem,
these representations are equivalent to logarithmic flat connections on the affine line, and hence to
linear ordinary differential equations of the form 1.2. In this section, the structure group G is a
connected complex reductive group.
We start by explaining how the invariants of a logarithmic connection arise out of the corre-
sponding Cn A representation. There are two natural Lie groupoid homomorphisms
ι : C→ Cn A, p : Cn A→ C
λ 7→ (λ, 0), (λ, z) 7→ λ,
with the property that p ◦ ι = idC. These induce pullback functors between the categories of
representations
ι∗ : Rep(Cn A, G)→ Rep(C, G), p∗ : Rep(C, G)→ Rep(Cn A, G).
Given a representation Φ of Cn A on a principal bundle P , the pullback ι∗(Φ) has the form
ι∗(Φ) : C→ AutG(P0), λ→ exp(λA0),
for a unique Lie algebra element A0 ∈ autG(P0). For a representation which corresponds to a
differential equation of the form 1.2, we have A0 = A(0). Hence, A0 is called the residue of the
representation, and is denoted Res(Φ).
The representations in the image of p∗ are said to be trivial, because they are defined on trivial
bundles K × A, for G-torsors K, and have the form
φ(λ, z) = exp(λA),
for A ∈ autG(K). These correspond to differential equations of the form 1.2 for which the connection
1-form A(z) is constant.
The monodromy of a representation (P,Φ) at a non-zero point z ∈ A is the G-equivariant
automorphism M(z) = Φ(2pii, z) : Pz → Pz. This represents the failure of a solution to the
corresponding differential equation 1.2 to be single-valued. If we let z vary over the affine line then
we get a holomorphic automorphism M of (P,Φ). At the point z = 0, it is related to the residue
via the exponential map
M(0) = Φ(2pii, 0) = exp(2piiRes(Φ)).
If the bundle P is trivial, then the monodromy maps M(z) for different non-zero values of z are all
conjugate. The automorphism M(0) may fail to be conjugate to these maps, but it always lies in
the closure of their conjugacy class.
Combining the functors ι∗ and p∗ we get a linear approximation functor
L := p∗ ◦ ι∗ : Rep(Cn A, G)→ Rep(Cn A, G).
This takes an arbitrary representation of CnA and outputs the trivial representation determined
by its residue. We highlight the following important definition.
Definition 3.1. A linearization of a representation Φ of C n A is given by an isomorphism of
representations
T : L(Φ)→ Φ.
A linearization T is strict if i∗(T ) = idi∗(Φ).
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Remark 3.2. The notion of a strict linearization is well-defined because i∗L = i∗. Furthermore,
L2 = L, so if T is a linearization of a representation, then T ◦L(T−1) defines a strict linearization.
Hence, linearizations exist if and only if strict ones exist.
Remark 3.3. Let T be a linearization of a representation (P,Φ). For every point z ∈ A, this defines
a G-equivariant map Tz : P0 → Pz. Hence, a linearization may be interpreted as a regularized
parallel transport out of the singularity.
Consider a linearizable representation (P,Φ). It’s linear approximation is given by (P0 × A, L(Φ)),
where L(Φ)(λ, z) = exp(λA), and where A ∈ autG(P0) is its residue. The space of linearizations,
denoted ν(Φ), is a right torsor for the group Aut(L(Φ)) of automorphisms of L(Φ). The space
of strict linearizations, denoted ν0(Φ), is a right torsor for the subgroup Aut0(L(Φ)) consisting of
automorphisms of L(Φ) which are the identity at the point 0 ∈ A.
The most important linearizable representations in this paper are those with semisimple mon-
odromy, and it will be useful to have a description of the automorphism group of L(Φ) in this case.
For simplicity of presentation, we choose a trivialization of P , and write L(Φ)(λ, z) = exp(λS) :
CnA→ G, where S ∈ g is semisimple. Let S = a+ib be the decomposition into real and imaginary
parts. An automorphism of L(Φ) is given by a holomorphic map g : A→ G which satisfies
g(eλz)L(Φ)(λ, z) = L(φ)(λ, z)g(z),
for all (λ, z) ∈ C n A. As a result of this equation, an automorphism is determined by its value
at a single non-zero point of A. Hence, we can embed the automorphism group into G via the
homomorphism
Aut(L(Φ))→ G, g 7→ g(1).
We can also restrict an automorphism to the point 0 ∈ A to obtain an automorphism of the
representation i∗(Φ). This gives rise to the following short exact sequence
1→ Aut0(L(Φ))→ Aut(L(Φ))→ Aut(i∗(Φ))→ 1, (3.1)
which has a splitting given by the pullback functor p∗.
Proposition 3.4. The automorphism groups of L(Φ) and ι∗(Φ) are given by
Aut0(L(Φ)) = U(a) ∩ CG(exp(2piiS)), Aut(L(Φ)) = P (a) ∩ CG(exp(2piiS)), Aut(ι∗(Φ)) = CG(S),
where P (a) is the parabolic subgroup of G determined by the real semisimple element a ∈ g, U(a)
is it’s unipotent radical, CG(S) is the centralizer of S, and CG(exp(2piiS)) is the centralizer of
exp(2piiS), which is reductive but possibly disconnected. These three automorphism groups are
connected. Furthermore, Aut(L(Φ)) is the parabolic subgroup of CG(exp(2piiS)) determined by a,
Aut0(L(Φ)) is its unipotent radical, and Aut(ι
∗(Φ)) is embedded as a Levi subgroup via p∗.
Given the choice of a maximal torus of G whose Lie algebra contains S, we have the identification
Aut0(L(Φ)) = UN(S),
where UN(S) is the subgroup of G generated by the root spaces for roots that pair with S to give a
positive integer. As a result, we have the identification
Aut(L(Φ)) = CG(S)n UN(S).
Remark 3.5. The group UN(S) was also considered in [1, Section 8.5] in relation to their classification
of logarithmic connections.
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Proof. An element g ∈ Aut(L(Φ)) satisfies
g(eλz) = exp(λS)g(z) exp(λS)−1. (3.2)
Setting λ = 2pii we see that g(1) ∈ CG(exp(2piiS)) = CG(exp(2piia)) ∩ CG(b). Setting λ = log(z)
and z = 1, we get
g(z) = zag(1)z−a,
for z 6= 0. Therefore limz→0 zag(1)z−a = g(0), and so g(1) ∈ P (a). Conversely, let
g1 ∈ P (a) ∩ CG(exp(2piiS)) = CG(S)n UN(S).
It has a decomposition as g1 = c
∏
j exp(nj), where c ∈ CG(S) and nj ∈ gαj , for a root αj satisfying
αj(S) ∈ N. We can therefore define an automorphism of L(Φ) by setting
g(z) = zSg1z
−S = c
∏
j
exp(zαj(S)nj).
The rest of the proof is straightforward and is left to the reader.
Certain representations cannot be linearized. We can see this by observing that for trivial
representations, the exponential of the residue is conjugate to the monodromy. This is a property
that is preserved by gauge transformations, and hence it holds for all linearizable representations.
Therefore, representations that do not satisfy this property cannot be linearized. This turns out to
be the only obstruction to linearizability, as the following proposition shows.
Proposition 3.6. A representation Φ on a principal bundle P is linearizable if and only if its
monodromy Φ(2pii, 1) is conjugate to exp(2piiRes(Φ)). In particular, since the conjugacy classes
of semisimple elements are closed, representations with semisimple monodromy can always be lin-
earized.
Proof. One direction follows from the discussion above. Hence it remains for us to show that a
representation Φ can be linearized if its monodromy is conjugate to the exponential of its residue.
To simplify, we trivialize the G-bundle, so that the representation is determined by a groupoid
homomorphism φ : C n A → G. The residue is then a Lie algebra element A ∈ g such that
φ(λ, 0) = exp(λA), and a linearization is given by a holomorphic map g : A→ G such that
g(eλz)eλAg(z)−1 = φ(λ, z), (3.3)
for all (λ, z). Note that it suffices to find g in a neighbourhood of the point 0 ∈ A, since equation
3.3 will automatically extend g to the entire affine line.
Let M(z) = φ(2pii, z) be the monodromy, and let C ⊆ G be the conjugacy class of exp(2piiA),
which is an embedded submanifold of G. By assumption, M : A → C. It is therefore possible to
find a disc D(0, r) of radius r around 0 ∈ A, and a holomorphic map h : D(0, r) → G such that
h(0) = 1 and h(z)e2piiAh(z)−1 = φ(2pii, z). As a result, the formula
ψ(λ, z) = h(eλz)−1φ(λ, z)h(z),
defines a homomorphism ψ : (C n A)|D(0,r) → G such that ψ(2pii, z) = e2piiA and ψ(λ, 0) = eλA.
In fact, because of the equation (λ, z)(2pii, z) = (2pii, eλz)(λ, z) in the groupoid, the image of ψ
is contained in CG(e
2piiA), the centralizer of e2piiA in G. This allows us to define an action of
(Cn A)|D(0,r) on D(0, r)× CG(e2piiA) via the formula
(λ, z) ∗ (z, g) = (eλz, ψ(λ, z)ge−λA).
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But now note that (2pii, z) ∗ (z, g) = (z, g), implying that this action descends to an action of
(C∗nA)|D(0,r). The point (0, 1) ∈ D(0, r)×CG(e2piiA) is a fixed point of the action. We can hence
use a Bochner linearization to find an equivariant identification between a neighbourhood of this
fixed point and a neighbourhood of the origin in T(0,1)(D(0, r) × CG(e2piiA)). This identification
can furthermore be chosen to be compatible with the projection to D(0, r).
The C∗-action on T(0,1)(D(0, r)×CG(e2piiA)) is linear, and the Lie algebra of CG(e2piiA), which
we denote c, is an invariant subspace. Therefore, we have a short exact sequence of representations
0→ c→ T(0,1)(D(0, r)× CG(e2piiA))→ C→ 0,
where C = T0D(0, r) carries the standard weight 1 action. Since C∗-representations are completely
reducible, we can split this sequence to produce a C∗-invariant subspace. Using the equivariant
identification, and shrinking r as necessary, we therefore obtain a holomorphic map k : D(0, r) →
CG(e
2piiA) which satisfies
(λ, z) ∗ (z, k(z)) = (eλz, k(eλz)),
for (λ, z) ∈ (C n A)|D(0,r). The holomorphic map hk : D(0, r)→ G provides the desired lineariza-
tion.
3.1 Jordan-Chevalley decomposition
In this section, we explain that representations of CnA admit a Jordan-Chevalley decomposition.
In a sense, this is an integrated version of the result of [25] (generalized to arbitrary G in [1]).
We start by showing that the ordinary multiplicative JC decomposition can be applied to the
monodromy of a representation.
Lemma 3.7. Let (P,Φ) be a representation of C n A, with monodromy M , and let Ms(z) and
Mu(z) denote the semisimple and unipotent components of M(z), respectively. Then Ms and Mu
define holomorphic automorphisms of (P,Φ).
Proof. We start by trivializing the principal bundle P and choosing a faithful representation of G,
so that we are working with a representation of the form φ : CnA→ GL(N,C). This is valid since
the JC decomposition is preserved by morphisms of reductive groups.
The monodromy is an automorphism of φ, and so satisfies
M(eλz) = φ(λ, z)M(z)φ(λ, z)−1, (3.4)
for all (λ, z) ∈ C n A. Since conjugation preserves the JC decomposition, Equation 3.4 implies
that Ms(z) and Mu(z) vary holomorphically over A \ {0}, and that their conjugacy classes remain
constant over this locus. Hence, there exists a polynomial p, without constant term, such that
Ms(z) = p(M(z)), for z 6= 0 [21, Section 15]. In fact, this equality remains valid at z = 0 because
semisimple elements have closed conjugacy classes. Furthermore, p(M(z)) is clearly holomorphic
over A, and so Ms is likewise holomorphic. Then, Mu(z) = Ms(z)−1M(z) is also holomorphic at 0.
Finally, Equation 3.4 and the uniqueness of the JC decomposition imply that Ms and Mu define
automorphisms of φ.
We now recall the notion of groupoid 1-cocycles, which we will use to deform representations.
A 1-cocycle for C n A, valued in a representation (P,Φ), is defined to be a holomorphic section σ
of the bundle of groups t∗AutG(P ) over Cn A, which satisfies the following cocycle condition
σ(µ, eλz)Φ(µ, eλz)σ(λ, z) = σ(µ+ λ, z)Φ(µ, eλz),
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for all (µ, λ, z) ∈ C × C × A. Given a representation (P,Φ), and a 1-cocycle σ, then (P, σ ◦ Φ)
defines a new representation.
Proposition 3.8. Let Φ be a representation of CnA on a principal bundle P . Then the following
formula defines a holomorphic groupoid 1-cocycle
σΦ(λ, z) = exp(
−λ
2pii
log(Mu(e
λz))).
Furthermore, σΦ consists of unipotent automorphisms of P .
Proof. To see that σΦ is holomorphic, we first choose a trivialization of P and a faithful repre-
sentation of G, so that Mu is represented by a holomorphic family of unipotent matrices. The
holomorphicity of σΦ then follows from the fact that the matrix logarithm is well-defined for unipo-
tent matrices and is given by a polynomial.
To check that σΦ satisfies the cocycle condition, we start with the fact that Mu defines an
automorphism of Φ, which is encoded by the equation
Mu(e
λz) = Φ(λ, z)Mu(z)Φ(λ, z)
−1.
Then using the fact that both the exponential and the logarithm respect this equation, we get
Φ(µ, eλz)σΦ(λ, z)Φ(µ, e
λz)−1 = exp(
−λ
2pii
logMu(e
µ+λz)),
so that
σΦ(µ, e
λz)Φ(µ, eλz)σΦ(λ, z)Φ(µ, e
λz)−1 = exp(
−µ
2pii
logMu(e
µ+λz)) exp(
−λ
2pii
logMu(e
µ+λz))
= σΦ(µ+ λ, z).
Proposition 3.8 leads to a Jordan-Chevalley decomposition for representations of CnA. Indeed,
given a representation Φ, the resulting representation Φs := σΦ ◦ Φ has semisimple monodromy
given by Ms, and the unipotent map Mu is an automorphism of Φs. This decomposition extends
both the multiplicative Jordan-Chevalley decomposition of the monodromy, as well as the additive
Jordan-Chevalley decomposition of the residue. We can make this JC decomposition functorial
by introducing a category J C whose objects are tuples (P,Ψ, U), where Ψ is a representation of
C n A with semisimple monodromy on a principal bundle P , and U is a unipotent automorphism
of (P,Ψ).
Theorem 3.9. There is an isomorphism of categories D : Rep(Cn A, G)→ JC defined on objects
by sending a representation (P,Φ) to the tuple (P, σΦ ◦Φ,Mu), and defined on morphisms to be the
identity. The inverse functor D−1 sends a tuple (P,Ψ, U) to the representation (P, τU ◦Ψ), where
τU is the 1-cocycle defined by the equation
τU (λ, z) = exp(
λ
2pii
log(U(eλz))).
Given a representation (P,Φ), we call Aut0(L(Φs)) the resonance group of Φ. A representation
Φ is said to be resonant when its resonance group is non-trivial. By Proposition 3.4, this occurs
when the semisimple part of the residue of Φ pairs with a root to give a positive integer. When the
structure group is GL(n,C), this is equivalent to the condition that two eigenvalues of the residue
differ by an integer.
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The phenomenon of resonance is the main source of subtlety in the classification of logarithmic
connections. Indeed, the failure of linearizability for some representations is often attributed to
resonance. However, we have seen in Proposition 3.6 that a representation fails to be linearizable
precisely when its monodromy is not conjugate to the exponential of its residue. In fact, the failure
of linearizability is due to the interaction between the resonance group and the unipotent part of
the monodromy.
To see this, consider an object (P,Φs, U) of J C corresponding to a representation Φ, and
consider the following short exact sequence of groups
1→ Aut0(L(Φs))→ Aut(L(Φs))→ Aut(ι∗(Φs))→ 1.
By Proposition 3.4, this sequence is isomorphic to the short exact sequence associated to a parabolic
subgroup. This sequence has a canonical splitting given by the functor p∗, and the image of this
splitting is a Levi subgroup. The linear approximation of Φ can be expressed in the category J C as
(P0 × A, L(Φs), ι∗(U)), where ι∗(U) is viewed as an element of the Levi subgroup. A linearization
of Φ is therefore equivalent to a linearization T of Φs, such that T
−1UT = ι∗(U). By first choosing
an arbitrary linearization of Φs, we can view U as an element of Aut(L(Φs)) which projects to
i∗(U). Then, a linearization is equivalent to an element of Aut(L(Φs)) which conjugates U to the
element ι∗(U) in the Levi subgroup. It is clear that a linearization exists if either U = 1 or the
resonance group is trivial. In general, if the resonance group is non-trivial, then ι∗(U) and U may
fail to be conjugate, in which case a linearization does not exist.
3.2 Classification
In this section, we prove a functorial classification result for Cn A representations. Our approach
to classification makes use of the JC decomposition of Theorem 3.9. Namely, we first apply the
functor D from Theorem 3.9 to extract a representation Φs = σΦ ◦Φ with semisimple monodromy.
Then, we take the space of strict linearizations
ν0(Φs) ⊂ Hom(L(Φs),Φs) ⊆ HomG(P0, P1),
which is non-empty by Proposition 3.6, and which is a torsor for the resonance group Aut0(L(Φs)).
The data that we use to classify the representation consists of (M(Φ), ν0(Φs),Res(Φ)), where
M(Φ) = Φ(2pii, 1) is the monodromy at the point 1.
3.2.1 The category of generalized monodromy data
We define a category F ((C, 0), G) of generalized monodromy data, which we will use to classify
representations of CnA. To make sense of the definition, we start with a few simple observations.
Let K1 and K0 be right G-torsors. The space of G-equivariant maps HomG(K0,K1) is then a
bi-torsor for AutG(K1) acting on the left and AutG(K0) acting on the right. Let A ∈ autG(K0),
which admits a JC decomposition A = S + N , for S semisimple and N nilpotent. The element S
defines two subgroups
UN(S) ⊂ CAutG(K0)(S)n UN(S) ⊆ AutG(K0).
These groups were identified in Proposition 3.4 with the automorphism groups of the trivial rep-
resentation exp(λS) on K0 × A. In particular, UN(S) is the resonance group of exp(λS). Next,
let
ν0 ⊂ HomG(K0,K1)
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be a reduction of structure to UN(S), which is acting on the right. This extends to a right
CAutG(K0)(S) n UN(S)-torsor denoted ν ⊆ HomG(K0,K1). By taking the stabilizers of ν0 and
ν for the left action, we obtain subgroups St(ν0) ⊂ St(ν) of AutG(K1). The groups St(ν0) and
St(ν) are non-canonically isomorphic to UN(S) and CAutG(K0)(S)nUN(S), respectively. Therefore,
St(ν0) is normal in St(ν), and there is a canonical short exact sequence
1→ St(ν0)→ St(ν) χ−→ CAutG(K0)(S)→ 1. (3.5)
The objects of F ((C, 0), G) are defined to be tuples (M,K1, ν0,K0, A), where K1,K0, ν0 and A are
as above, and M ∈ St(ν) satisfies
χ(M) = exp(2piiA).
The morphisms in F ((C, 0), G) are pairs of maps between the underlying G-torsors that preserve
all the structure.
3.2.2 Equivalence of categories
The preceding discussion, combined with Proposition 3.6 and Proposition 3.4, implies that we have
a well-defined functor
L : Rep(Cn A, G)→ F ((C, 0), G), (P,Φ) 7→ (M(Φ), P1, ν0(Φs), P0,ResΦ). (3.6)
In the opposite direction, we define a functor
R : F ((C, 0), G)→ Rep(Cn A, G), (3.7)
which will provide an equivalence of categories. Again, we use the JC decomposition of Theorem
3.9. Given an object (M,K1, ν0,K0, A) of F ((C, 0), G), we first construct a representation Φs with
semisimple monodromy. The group UN(S) is identified with the resonance group of the trivial
representation exp(λS), and therefore it acts on the trivial bundle K0 × A. We use this action to
construct a principal bundle
ν0 ⊗K0 = (ν0 ×K0 × A)/UN(S).
The representation Φs is defined on this bundle via the formula
Φs(λ, z)(h, k, z) = (h, exp(λS)(k), e
λz),
for (h, k, z) ∈ ν0×K0×A. It is clear that Φs has semisimple monodromy. Next, using the unipotent
component Mu of M and the nilpotent component N of A, we define an automorphism of Φs
U : (h, k, z) 7→ (Muh exp(−2piiN), exp(2piiN)(k), z).
We therefore have an object of J C, and so we define R(M,K1, ν0,K0, A) = D−1(ν0 ⊗K0,Φs, U).
Given a morphism in F ((C, 0), G)
(T1, T0) : (M,K1, ν0,K0, A)→ (M ′,K ′1, ν′0,K ′0, A′),
we define the morphism R(T1, T0) : ν0 ⊗K0 → ν′0 ⊗K ′0 via the formula
(h, k, z) 7→ (T1hT−10 , T0(k), z).
This defines the functor R.
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Theorem 3.10. The pair of functors (L,R) forms an adjoint equivalence of categories
Rep(Cn A, G) ∼= F ((C, 0), G).
Proof. We will sketch the constructions of the natural isomorphisms LR ∼= 1 and RL ∼= 1. The
remainder of the proof is then straightforward. First we construct the natural isomorphism η :
RL → 1. Given a representation (P,Φ), the representation RL(P,Φ) lives on the bundle
(ν0(Φs)× L(P ))/Aut0(L(Φs)).
Hence, using the fact that ν0(Φs) ⊂ Hom(L(P ), P ), we define η(P,Φ) to be the evaluation map to
P . Second, we construct the natural isomorphism  : LR → 1. The two G-torsors in the object
LR(M,K1, ν0,K0, A) are (ν0 ⊗K0)|1 and (ν0 ⊗K0)|0. Because the group UN(S) acts trivially on
the fibre above 0 we have
(ν0 ⊗K0)|0 = (ν0/UN(S))×K0 ∼= K0.
And because ν0 ⊂ HomG(K0,K1), we get an evaluation map
(ν0 ⊗K0)|1 → K1.
These two morphisms make up the component (M,K1,ν0,K0,A).
At the cost of a non-canonical equivalence, we can give a more explicit presentation of F ((C, 0), G)
by taking the full subcategory generated by the objects whose underlying G-torsors are triv-
ial. Suppressing the trivial G-torsors from the notation, the set of objects of this subcategory
is given by the set B of tuples (M,hUN(S), A = S + N), where hUN(S) is a left coset, and such
that M ∈ h(CG(S) n UN(S))h−1, and χ(h−1Mh) = exp(2piiA). The morphisms in this category
with a fixed source object are given by G × G, where a pair (k, g) corresponds to the morphism
(T1, T0) = (kg, g). The pair (k, g) acts on an object as follows:
(k, g) ∗ (M,hUN(S), A) = ((kg)M(kg)−1, k(ghg−1)UN(Ad(g)(S)), Ad(g)(A)).
Therefore we have the equivalence
F ((C, 0), G) ∼= (GoG)n B,
where the right-hand side is an action groupoid, and G o G is the semi-direct product for the
conjugation action of G on itself.
Now consider the full subcategory where the residue is fixed to be A ∈ g. The objects of this sub-
category can be taken to have the form (M,UN(S), A = S+N), where only the element M is allowed
to vary. This set of objects is parametrised by T = {M ∈ CG(S) n UN(S) | χ(M) = exp(2piiA)}.
Therefore, the subcategory is equivalent to the action groupoid
(CG(A)n UN(S))n T,
where CG(A) is the centralizer of A. By taking isomorphism classes, we recover the following
classification result.
Corollary 3.11. There is a bijection between isomorphism classes of flat logarithmic G-connections
on the affine line whose residue is conjugate to a fixed element A = S + N ∈ g, and the set of
elements M ∈ CG(S) n UN(S) such that χ(M) = exp(2piiA), modulo conjugation by (CG(A) n
UN(S)).
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Remark 3.12. We can write an element M ∈ T in its JC decomposition as exp(2piiS) exp(2piiN ′),
where N ′ =
∑
i≥0Ni is nilpotent, and [S,Ni] = iNi. Applying the functor R from Theorem 3.10
and taking the associated differential equation yields the connection 1-form
A(z) = S +
∑
i≥0
ziNi,
which is in Levelt normal form. Therefore, we obtain a new proof of the Levelt normal form. Fur-
thermore, Corollary 3.11 can be understood as describing the holomorphic equivalence of different
Levelt normal forms. This recovers the result of [22] in the case G = GL(n,C), as well as the result
[1, Theorem 8.5] for complex reductive G.
There is a redundancy in the definition of the category F ((C, 0), G). Let E((C, 0), G) be the
category whose objects (M,K1, µ0,K0, A) are defined in the same way as F ((C, 0), G), except that
µ0 is a right U(a)-torsor, where A = a + ib + N is the decomposition with a, b real semisim-
ple, N nilpotent, and all mutually commuting. There is an obvious functor from F ((C, 0), G) to
E((C, 0), G), which replaces the UN(S)-torsor ν0 with its extension to a U(a)-torsor. Conversely,
given the U(a)-torsor µ0 from an object of E((C, 0), G), there is a natural way to reduce it to a
UN(S)-torsor, for S = a+ ib. Namely, we define
ν0 = {h ∈ µ0 | h−1Msh = exp(2piiS)},
where Ms is the semisimple component of M . Hence, the categories F ((C, 0), G) and E((C, 0), G)
are equivalent.
By looking at the isomorphism classes of objects in E((C, 0), G) we recover the classification
result of [2, Theorem A]. Let C ⊆ CG(a) be the conjugacy class of exp(2piiA). By [2, Lemma 1],
this canonically determines a conjugacy class in the reductive quotient of any parabolic subgroup
of G conjugate to P (a). We use the same notation C to denote all of these conjugacy classes.
Corollary 3.13. [2, Theorem A] There is a bijection between isomorphism classes of flat logarith-
mic G-connections on the affine line whose residue is conjugate to a fixed element A = a+ib+N ∈ g,
and conjugacy classes of pairs (M,P ), where P is a parabolic conjugate to P (a), and M ∈ P such
that χ(M) ∈ C.
Proof. Let S be the collection of pairs (M,P ) as described above. The group G acts on S by
conjugation, and we can define an action groupoid G n S. Let Q be the set of pairs (M,hU(a))
such that M ∈ hP (a)h−1 and χ(h−1Mh) = exp(2piiA). The group G o CG(A) acts on Q, and
the corresponding action groupoid is equivalent to the full subcategory of E((C, 0), G) consisting
of elements whose residue is conjugate to A. By Theorem 3.10, this category is equivalent to the
category of logarithmic connections with residue conjugate to A. Therefore, it suffices to provide
an equivalence between Gn S and (Go CG(A))nQ. There is a natural functor given as follows
F : (Go CG(A))nQ→ Gn S
((k, g), (M,hU(a))) 7→ (kg, (M,hP (a)h−1)),
and it is straightforward to see that it is essentially surjective. To show that F is fully faithful,
it suffices to show that it induces an isomorphism between stabilizer groups. But the stabilizer of
(M,U(a)) is CG(M) ∩ (U(a) o CG(A)), the stabilizer of (M,P (a)) is CG(M) ∩ P (a) = CG(M) ∩
(U(a)o CG(a)), and these are equal.
Remark 3.14. Theorem 3.10, stated in terms of the category E((C, 0), G), can also be used to
recover the equivalence between logarithmic connections and filtered local systems from [33, 2].
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4 Morita equivalence
Morita equivalence is an equivalence relation between Lie groupoids that is weaker than isomor-
phism. The approach that we take here, originally introduced in [19, 18, 32], is based on the use
of principal groupoid bibundles.
Let G be a Lie groupoid over M , with target and source maps denoted by t and s respectively.
This can act on a manifold X equipped with a moment map φ : X →M . Namely, a left action of
G on X is given by a map
θ : G ×s,φ X → X, (g, x) 7→ g.x,
subject to the compatibility conditions that φ(g.x) = t(g), g.(g′.x) = (gg′).x where defined, and
(φ(x)).x = x, where  : M → G is the embedding of identity arrows. A representation of G on
a principal G-bundle P → M is equivalent to a left action of G on P such that the action on the
fibres is G-equivariant.
A left G-bundle is defined by the data of a surjective submersion pi : Q → N and a left action
of G on Q which preserves the fibers of pi. The bundle is principal if the action of G is free and
fibrewise transitive, meaning that the following map is an isomorphism
G ×M Q→ Q×N Q, (g, q) 7→ (g.q, q).
The notions of right actions and right principal bundles are defined analogously.
Definition 4.1. A Morita equivalence between Lie groupoids G over M and H over N is a bi-
principal (G,H) bi-bundle. This consists of a span
Q
p
{{
q
##
M N
such that
1. q : Q→ N is a left principal G-bundle with moment map p;
2. p : Q→M is a right principal H-bundle with moment map q;
3. the actions of G and H are compatible in the sense that (g.z).h = g.(z.h), where z ∈ Q, g ∈
G, h ∈ H and both actions are defined.
We say that the groupoids G and H are Morita equivalent.
The significance of Morita equivalences in this paper is that they provide a method for con-
structing equivalences between categories of groupoid representations.
Proposition 4.2. Let G be a Lie group. A Morita equivalence Q between groupoids G and H
induces an equivalence between their categories of representations
Rep(H, G) ∼= Rep(G, G).
Proof. The equivalence is given by a pull-push procedure. We describe the functor on objects in
one direction. Consider a representation of H on the principal G-bundle P → N . Pulling back
along q we get the principal bundle q∗P = Q×N P over Q. This has a right H action given by
(q, v).h := (q.h, h−1.v),
and a left G action given by
g.(q, v) = (g.q, v).
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These actions are compatible, G-equivariant, and lift the respective actions on Q. Hence, taking
the quotient by H gives a principal G-bundle Q⊗ P := (Q×N P )/H over M , and it inherits a left
action of G, making it into a representation of G.
Example 4.3. The fundamental groupoid Π(M) of a manifold M is Morita equivalent to the funda-
mental group pi(M,m) based at a point m ∈M . The Morita equivalence is given by the universal
cover M˜ , defined as the space of homotopy classes of paths starting at the point m. The groupoid
actions on M˜ are given by concatenation of paths. Applying Proposition 4.2 yields the equivalence
of categories
Rep(Π(M), G) ∼= Rep(pi(M,m), G).
When combined with the equivalence Rep(Π(M), G) ∼= Rep(TM,G) given by Lie’s second theorem,
this recovers the classical Riemann-Hilbert correspondence. 
Our main tool for constructing Morita equivalences is the following result, whose proof is left
to the reader.
Lemma 4.4. Let G ⇒ M be a Lie groupoid, with target and source maps denoted t and s respec-
tively, and let N ⊆ M be an embedded submanifold. If t|s−1(N) : s−1(N) → M is a surjective
submersion, then G|N = t−1(N) ∩ s−1(N) is a Lie subgroupoid of G, which is Morita equivalent to
G via the following Morita equivalence
G|N
 
t−1(N)
t
xx
s
%%
G
 
N M
It will be useful to have a criterion, phrased in terms of the Lie algebroid of G, for checking
that a submanifold N ⊆ M satistifies the condition of Lemma 4.4. To this end, we recall a few
definitions. First let A→M be the Lie algebroid of G, and denote its anchor ρ : A→ TM . We say
that a submanifold N ⊆M is transverse to A if TzM = TzN+imρz for every point z ∈ N . Second,
two points z1, z2 ∈M lie in the same orbit of G if there is an arrow g ∈ G such that s(g) = z1 and
t(g) = z2. This defines an equivalence relation on M , and M is partitioned into the orbits of G.
Proposition 4.5 (Criterion for Morita equivalent subgroupoid). Let G ⇒ M be a Lie groupoid
with Lie algebroid A → M , and let N ⊆ M be an embedded submanifold. If N intersects every
orbit of G and is transverse to A, then G|N is a Lie subgroupoid of G, which is Morita equivalent
to G.
Proof. It suffices to check the condition of Lemma 4.4, namely that t|s−1(N) : s−1(N) → M is a
surjective submersion. That this map is surjective follows from the fact that N intersects every
orbit. For n ∈ N , we have the decomposition T(n)s−1(N) ∼= An ⊕ TnN , where (n) is the identity
arrow at n. The map dt(n) acts as the anchor on the first summand and the identity on the second.
It is therefore surjective because A is transverse to N . Hence t|s−1(N) is a submersion along the
identity bisection. Using left translation by local bisections, we can then show that t|s−1(N) is a
submersion everywhere.
5 Logarithmic connections: Global theory
Let X be a complex manifold with a smooth closed hypersurface D ⊂ X which is not necessarily
connected, and let G be a connected complex reductive group. In this section, we will study the
G-representations of the twisted fundamental groupoid Π(X,D). By Lie’s second theorem, these
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representations are equivalent to principal G-bundles over X equipped with flat connections which
have a logarithmic singularity along D. The goal of this section is to establish a general functorial
Riemann-Hilbert correspondence for logarithmic flat connections.
5.1 Logarithmic connections on line bundles
As a warm-up, we will start by studying the special case where D is the zero section in the total
space of a line bundle p : L → D. This will serve as a local model for the general case which we
will consider later.
We start by describing in detail the structure of the twisted fundamental groupoid Π(L,D).
This groupoid has two orbits: the zero section D and its complement L×. The restriction of the
groupoid to the open orbit L× is simply a fundamental groupoid
Π(L,D)|L× = Π(L×).
To determine the restriction of the groupoid to the orbit D, consider first the corresponding re-
striction of the Lie algebroid TL(−logD)|D. This was observed in [16, 34] to be isomorphic to the
Atiyah algebroid At(L×), where L× is viewed as a principal C∗-bundle. To see this isomorphism,
recall that the sections of At(L×) are defined to be the C∗-invariant vector fields on L. Locally,
these are spanned by C∗-invariant lifts of vector fields on D, and the Euler vector field z∂z, where z
is a local linear coordinate on the fibers of L. These vector fields also define sections of TL(−logD),
and they are precisely the ones that survive when we restrict to the zero section.
As a result of the isomorphism TL(−logD)|D ∼= At(L×), we have an isomorphism between the
restriction Π(L,D)|D and the source simply connected integration of At(L×). This is given by
the quotient Π(L×)/C∗, which is a groupoid over D. The composition of arrows is defined to be
concatenation of paths, using the C∗ action to match up the endpoints as required.
There is a natural morphism of Lie algebroids p! : TL(−logD) → At(L×) which covers the
projection map p : L → D. Over L× this map is given by the quotient projection TL → TL/C∗,
and over D it is given by the isomorphism of Lie algebroids described above. By Lie’s second
theorem, this map integrates to a morphism of Lie groupoids
p : Π(L,D)→ Π(L×)/C∗.
Combining p with the source map s, we arrive at the following map
φ = (p, s) : Π(L,D)→ Π(L×)/C∗ ×D L,
which is an isomorphism. This defines a linear left action of Π(L×)/C∗ on L, which is given by the
following formula
g.v = t(φ−1(g, v)),
where g ∈ Π(L×)/C∗ and v ∈ L, such that s(g) = p(v). As a result, φ defines an isomorphism
between the twisted fundamental groupoid and the resulting action groupoid:
Π(L,D) ∼= Π(L×)/C∗ n L.
Given any point y ∈ D, the fibre Ly is transverse to the Lie algebroid TL(−logD) and inter-
sects both orbits of Π(L,D). Therefore, by Proposition 4.5, Π(L,D) is Morita equivalent to the
restriction
Π(L,D)|Ly ∼= A(Ly)n Ly,
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where A(Ly) = Π(L
×)/C∗|y is the isotropy group of Π(L×)/C∗ at y, consisting of homotopy classes
of paths in L× which start and end on the given fibre L×y . By Proposition 4.2, we therefore get an
equivalence of representation categories
Rep(Π(L,D), G) ∼= Rep(A(Ly)n Ly, G).
We now take a closer look at this category of representations. In [34, Lemma 4.1.3] the isotropy
group A(Ly) was shown to sit in the following short exact sequence
0→ Z→ pi(L×, v)× C→ A(Ly)→ 0, (5.1)
where pi(L×, v) is the fundamental group of L× based at a point v ∈ L×y . Let l denote the central
element of pi(L×, v) which is represented by a counterclockwise loop contained in the fibre above y.
The leftmost map in the sequence is defined by sending n ∈ Z to (l−n, 2piin) ∈ pi(L×, v)×C. This
sequence can be upgraded to a short exact sequence of action groupoids
0→ Z× Ly → (pi(L×, v)× C)n Ly → A(Ly)n Ly → 0.
By pulling back representations along the maps in the sequence, we obtain functors between
the corresponding representation categories which go in the opposite direction. The category
Rep(A(Ly) n Ly, G) is thus embedded into Rep((pi(L×, v) × C) n Ly, G) as the subcategory of
representations which pullback to a trivial Z× Ly representation.
The representations of (pi(L×, v) × C) n Ly are easy to describe. They are given by a pair of
representations of C n Ly and pi(L×, v) on the same principal bundle P over Ly. Furthermore,
because pi(L×, v) acts trivially on Ly and commutes with C, it acts on P by automorphisms of the
C n Ly-representation. In terms of this description, the representations of A(Ly) n Ly are simply
those for which the actions of 2pii ∈ C and l ∈ pi(L×, v) agree. We summarise these observations
in the following lemma.
Lemma 5.1. The category of representations Rep(A(Ly) n Ly, G) is isomorphic to a category
consisting of tuples (P,Φ, γ), where (P,Φ) is a representation of C n Ly, and γ : pi(L×, v) →
Aut(P,Φ) is a homomorphism such that γ(l) = Φ(2pii, z).
We can now apply the functors from Theorem 3.10 to give a description of the category of
Π(L,D) representations in terms of generalized monodromy data. To this end, we define a category
F ((L,D), G), which is similar to the one defined in Section 3.2.1. The objects of this category
consist of tuples (γ,K1, ν0,K0, A), where K1 and K0 are right G-torsors, A ∈ autG(K0) is an
infinitesimal automorphism admitting the JC decomposition A = S + N , ν0 ⊂ HomG(K0,K1) is
a right UN(S)-torsor, and finally, γ : pi(L×, v) → St(ν) ⊆ AutG(K1) is a homomorphism. The
compatibility condition for this tuple is that χ(γ(l)) = exp(2piiA), where l is the central element
represented by a counterclockwise loop in the fibre L×y , and χ is the map defined by the sequence
3.5. The morphisms of this category are defined to be morphisms between the underlying G-torsors
which preserve all of the structure.
Theorem 5.2. Let L → D be a holomorphic line bundle. Choose points y ∈ Y and v ∈ Ly \ {0}.
Then there is an equivalence of categories
Rep(Π(L,D), G) ∼= F ((L,D), G).
Proof. The above discussion, Lemma 5.1, and Theorem 3.10 combine to give an equivalence between
Rep(Π(L,D), G) and a category consisting of tuples (γ,M,K1, ν0,K0, A), where (M,K1, ν0,K0, A)
is an object of F ((C, 0), G), and γ = (γ1, γ0) : pi(L×, v) → Aut(M,K1, ν0,K0, A) is a homo-
morphism such that γ1(l) = M . The tuple (γ1,K1, ν0,K0, A) gives an object of F ((L,D), G).
Therefore, it suffices to show that we can reconstruct γ from γ1 alone.
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Recall from Section 3.2.1 that an automorphism of the object (M,K1, ν0,K0, A) ∈ F ((C, 0), G)
consists of a pair of G-equivariant automorphisms Ti : Ki → Ki, i = 0, 1, which preserve all
of the structure. In particular, T0 ∈ CAutG(K0)(A), and T1ν0T−10 = ν0. As a result, T1 ∈
St(ν)∩CAutG(K1)(M), and χ(T1) = T0. This implies that the automorphism (T1, T0) is completely
determined by T1 alone. Therefore, the homomorphism γ is fully determined by the component
γ1 : pi(L
×, v)→ St(ν).
5.2 Logarithmic connections on complex manifolds
In this section, we deal with the fully general case of a smooth hypersurface D in a complex manifold
X. The approach that we adopt for studying the representations of the twisted fundamental
groupoid Π(X,D) is to use a Morita equivalence to decompose the groupoid into more simple
building blocks which can be analyzed using the methods of previous sections. These building
blocks consist of two types: the fundamental group of the complement X \ D, and the twisted
fundamental groupoid of the normal bundle Π(NX,D, D), which was studied in Section 5.1.
5.2.1 Construction of the Morita equivalence
We construct a Morita equivalence relating Π(X,D) to a groupoid which is defined over the normal
bundle of D. The construction is inspired by Deligne’s notion of tangential basepoints [11]. The
intuition is to consider paths connecting points in X \D to points in D, but we only identify paths
if they are related by a homotopy that fixes the normal direction of the paths at their endpoints
lying in D. Hence, we are in effect considering paths that have an endpoint lying in the normal
bundle to D. In order to make this precise, we will construct a larger space Z and a hypersurface
D˜, which contains both (X,D) and (NX,D, 0D), where 0D is the zero section of the normal bundle
NX,D. The twisted fundamental groupoid Π(Z, D˜) of this larger pair of spaces will then allow us
to consider paths going between NX,D, and X.
First, for each connected component Di of the hypersurface D, choose a tubular neighbourhood
Ui ⊂ X. These must be chosen so that they are pairwise disjoint. Next, consider the deformation
to the normal cone of (Ui, Di) (see [14] for a general account of this construction). This is a
family p : Di → C which interpolates between p−1(t) = Ui, for t 6= 0, and the normal bundle
p−1(0) = NX,Di . The space Di can be constructed as follows
Di = Bl(Ui × C, Di × {0}) \ (Ui \Di)× {0},
where Bl(Ui × C, Di × {0}) is the blow-up of Ui × C at the codimension 2 submanifold Di × {0},
and (Ui \Di)× {0} is the proper transform of the fibre Ui × {0}. The map p is then given by the
blow-down map followed by the projection to C.
The deformation space Di contains a smooth hypersurface D˜i which is isomorphic to Di×C, and
whose normal bundle is isomorphic to NX,Di ×C. This hypersurface intersects the non-zero fibres
at Di, and the fibre over 0 at the zero section. Hence, the pair (Di, D˜i) provides an interpolation
between (Ui, Di) and (NX,D, 0D). Furthermore, because of the existence of tubular neighbourhood
embeddings in the smooth category, (Di, D˜i) is topologically equivalent to (NX,D × C, 0D × C).
The disjoint union unionsqi(Di \ p−1(0)) embeds holomorphically into X × C∗. We define
Z = (unionsqiDi) ∪ (X ×D(1, r)),
where D(1, r) is a disc of radius 0 < r  1 centred at 1 ∈ C. There is a natural map p : Z → C
such that p−1(0) = unionsqiNX,Di , and p−1(1) = X. We also define the smooth hypersurface D˜ = unionsqiD˜i.
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Then D˜ ∼= D×C, and it intersects p−1(1) along D, and p−1(0) along the disjoint union of the zero
sections.
Next consider the twisted fundamental groupoid Π(Z, D˜), which is the source simply connected
integration of TZ(−logD˜). The orbits of this groupoid consist of Z \ D˜ and the hypersurfaces
D˜i. The fibre p
−1(1) = X intersects each orbit and is transverse to TZ(−logD˜). Therefore, by
Proposition 4.5, Π(Z, D˜) is Morita equivalent to Π(Z, D˜)|X .
Lemma 5.3. The groupoid Π(Z, D˜)|X is canonically isomorphic to Π(X,D).
Proof. The groupoid Π(Z, D˜)|X is an integration of the Lie algebroid TZ(−logD˜)|X = TX(−logD).
Therefore, the identity Lie algebroid morphism integrates by Lie’s second theorem to a morphism
of Lie groupoids ψ : Π(X,D) → Π(Z, D˜)|X . This map is an isomorphism when restricted to each
component Di, since the normal bundle of D˜ is isomorphic to NX,D × C. Hence, to show that ψ
is an isomorphism, it suffices to check that it induces an isomorphism between the fundamental
groups of X \D and Z \ D˜. This fact follows from a combination of the van Kampen theorem, and
the fact that each pair (Di, D˜i) is homeomorphic to (NX,D × C, 0D × C).
Choose a basepoint x0 ∈ X \D, and for each component Di choose a point di ∈ Di. Let
V = {(x0, 1)} ∪ (unionsqiNX,Di |di) ⊂ Z,
and letN = Π(Z, D˜)|V . The submanifold V satisfies the conditions of Proposition 4.5. ThereforeN
is a Lie subgroupoid which is Morita equivalent to Π(Z, D˜). Composing the two Morita equivalences
constructed in this section yields a Morita equivalence between Π(X,D) and N . This Morita
equivalence is given by
Q = t−1(V ) ∩ s−1(X),
where t and s are the target and source maps of Π(Z, D˜), respectively. The elements of N and Q
may be interpreted as paths in X whose endpoints may lie in the normal bundle to D.
5.2.2 Decomposing the groupoid of paths with tangential basepoints
In this section, we give a van Kampen style decomposition of the groupoid N into simple building
blocks. To this end, choose non-zero vectors vi ∈ NX,Di |di for each component Di, and let Π(X\D)v¯
denote the restriction of N to the finite set of basepoints v¯ consisting of all vi and (x0, 1). The
groupoid Π(X \ D)v¯ can be interpreted as the fundamental groupoid of X \ D relative to the
basepoint x0 and the tangential basepoints vi. Recall from Section 5.1 the definition of the group
A(NX,Di |di) = Π(N×X,Di)/C∗|di , which acts linearly on the fibre NX,Di |di of the normal bundle.
Proposition 5.4. Let X be a complex manifold with a smooth closed hypersurface D ⊂ X. Choose
a point x0 ∈ X \ D, and for each connected component Di of D, choose a point di ∈ Di, and a
non-zero normal vector vi ∈ NX,Di |di . Then Π(X,D) is Morita equivalent to a Lie groupoid N
whose base manifold is V = {x0} unionsq (unionsqiNX,Di |di). Furthermore, N is the colimit in the category of
holomorphic Lie groupoids of the following diagram
pi(N×X,Di , vi)
//

Π(X \D)v¯
A(NX,Di |di)nNX,Di |di
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Proof. The first part of the proof follows from the discussion in Section 5.2.1. It then remains
for us to show that N is the colimit of the above diagram. For each component Di, we have
NX,Di ⊂ Z, and restricting the log tangent algebroid, we get the identification TZ(−logD˜)|NX,Di =
TNX,Di (−log 0Di). Hence, by Lie’s second theorem we have a morphism Π(NX,Di , Di)→ Π(Z, D˜).
Using the results of Section 5.1, we see that this map can be restricted to the following morphism
φi : A(NX,Di |di)nNX,Di |di → N .
If we restrict φi to the origin 0di we get an isomorphism. If we restrict instead to the point vi, then
we get the map pi(N×X,Di , vi)→ Π(X \D)v¯, and this sits in the following commutative square
pi(N×X,Di , vi)
//

Π(X \D)v¯

A(NX,Di |di)nNX,Di |di // N .
Every arrow in N is a product of arrows from Π(X \ D)v¯ and arrows of the form φi(u), for
u ∈ A(NX,Di |di)nNX,Di |di . Furthermore, the non-uniqueness of the factorization arises precisely
from elements φi(γ), for γ ∈ pi(N×X,Di , vi). It follows from this that N is the desired colimit.
Remark 5.5. It is possible to give similar Morita equivalent models for the other integrations of
TX(−logD). For example, we can describe the maximal Hausdorff integration in the following
way. Let Ki be the kernel of pi(N
×
X,Di
, vi) → Π(X \ D)v¯. Then in the diagram from Proposition
5.4, replace pi(N×X,Di , vi) by the quotient pi(N
×
X,Di
, vi)/Ki, and replace A(NX,Di |di)nNX,Di |di by
the quotient
(
A(NX,Di |di)/Ki
)
nNX,Di |di . The corresponding colimit is Morita equivalent to the
maximal Hausdorff integration of TX(−logD).
Alternatively, we can replace pi(N×X,Di , vi) by the trivial group, A(NX,Di |di) n NX,Di |di by
C∗nNX,Di |di , and Π(X \D)v¯ by the groupoid over v¯ which has a unique arrow between each pair
of points. In this case, the colimit is Morita equivalent to the twisted pair groupoid Pair(X,D),
which is the minimal integration of TX(−logD) (see [17, Section 3.3] for the definition).
Remark 5.6. A groupoid linearization is an isomorphism between a Lie groupoid, restricted to
a neighborhood of one of its orbits, and an appropriately defined linear model. In the smooth
category, Weinstein’s trick [36, 8] states that a groupoid is linearizable if and only if it is Morita
equivalent to a linear model. This result fails in the holomorphic category where the existence of
groupoid linearizations is obstructed by the lack of tubular neighborhood embeddings. Therefore,
Morita equivalences between a groupoid and it’s linear models provide the natural replacement for
linearizations in the holomorphic category. Proposition 5.4 can be interpreted as a linearization
result for Π(X,D) in a neighbourhood of the orbits Di.
5.2.3 Riemann-Hilbert Correspondence
In this section we prove a functorial Riemann-Hilbert classification theorem for logarithmic connec-
tions on (X,D) in terms of generalized monodromy data. The Morita equivalence constructed in
Section 5.2.1 induces, by Proposition 4.2, an equivalence of categories between Rep(Π(X,D), G) and
Rep(N , G). Proposition 5.4 implies that a representation of N decomposes into a representation of
Π(X \D)v¯ and a collection of representations of A(NX,Di |di)nNX,Di |di , subject to compatibility
conditions. We can then apply the functors from Theorem 5.2 to obtain a final classification result.
We define a category F ((X,D), G) of generalized monodromy data, which we will use to classify
logarithmic connections. In order to define this category, we first choose some auxiliary data. Let
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d¯ = {d1, ..., dn} be the collection of chosen points di ∈ Di. For each point di, choose a path
pi : [0, 1] → X, such that pi(0) = di, p′i(0) = vi, pi(1) = x0, and pi((0, 1]) ⊂ X \ D. Let Ui be
a tubular neighbourhood of Di, and let λi denote the small loop in Ui which rotates once around
Di in the counterclockwise direction. The path pi induces a homomorphism from pi(Ui \ Di) to
pi(X \D,x0). Denote the image of this homomorphism by pii ⊂ pi(X \D,x0), and denote the image
of λi by li ∈ pii.
The objects of F ((X,D), G) are defined to be tuples (K,Φ, A, ν0), where K → d¯ ∪ {x0} is
a principal G-bundle (i.e. a collection of right G-torsors), Φ : pi(X \ D,x0) → AutG(Kx0) is
a homomorphism, A = (A1, ..., An) is a collection of infinitesimal symmetries Ai ∈ autG(Kdi)
admitting JC decompositions Ai = Si+Ni, and ν0 = (ν
(1)
0 , ..., ν
(n)
0 ) is a collection of torsors, where
ν
(i)
0 ⊂ HomG(Kdi ,Kx0) is a right UN(Si)-torsor. These data satisfy the compatibility conditions
that Φ|pii : pii → St(ν(i)) and χi(Φ(li)) = exp(2piiAi), for all i. Recall that the subgroups St(ν(i)) ⊆
AutG(Kx0) and the homormophisms χi : St(ν
(i)) → CAutG(Kdi )(Si) are defined in Section 3.2.1.
The morphisms in F ((X,D), G) are defined to be morphisms of G-bundles which intertwine all of
the data.
Theorem 5.7. Let X be a complex manifold with a smooth hypersurface D ⊂ X. Choose a
basepoint x0 ∈ X \ D, and for each connected component Di ⊆ D, choose a path pi : [0, 1] → X,
such that pi(0) = di ∈ Di, p′i(0) = vi ∈ NX,Di |di is a non-zero normal vector, pi(1) = x0, and
pi((0, 1]) ⊂ X \D. Then there is an equivalence of categories
Rep(TX(−logD), G) ∼= F ((X,D), G),
where Rep(TX(−logD), G) is the category of flat connections on principal G-bundles over X with
logarithmic singularities along D, and F ((X,D), G) is the category of generalized monodromy data
defined above.
Proof. From the discussion in the present section, we have an equivalence
Rep(TX(−logD), G) ∼= Rep(N , G).
It thus remains for us to prove the equivalence between Rep(N , G) and F (pi(X \D,x0), G). By
Proposition 5.4 and Theorem 5.2, we get an equivalence between Rep(N , G) and a category C whose
objects consist of the data of a principal bundle K over d¯ ∪ {x0, v1, ..., vn}, a representation Ψ of
Π(X \X)v¯ on this bundle, a collection of Lie algebra elements Ai ∈ autG(Kdi), and a collection of
torsors µ
(i)
0 ⊂ HomG(Kdi ,Kvi), all subject to appropriate compatibility conditions.
For each path pi, the path (pi(t), t) : [0, 1]→ X × C can be lifted to a path p˜i ∈ Π(Z, D˜) going
from vi ∈ NX,Di |di to (x0, 1). Hence p˜i ∈ Π(X \D)v¯. Conjugating by this path sends the image
of pi(N×X,Di , vi) in Π(X \D)v¯ onto the subgroup pii ⊆ pi(X \D,x0), and the distinguished loop in
the fibre N×X,Di |di to the element li ∈ pii. Using these paths to identify Kvi ∼= Kx0 we then get the
desired equivalence between C and F ((X,D), G).
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